In cardiovascular research, FSI is expressed by the interaction of the blood with the vessel or the heart. FSI plays a crucial role when the deformation of the boundary, in this case the vessel wall, cannot be neglected. Arterial blood flow and wave propagation in liquid filled vessels has been investigated by many researchers. Their work comprises computational, theoretical and experimental investigations and will be outlined below. This paper presents the development and validation of an arterial blood flow model. The model has been developed using finite elements and the fluid and the solid are coupled using the ALE method. This method allows moving boundaries without the need for the mesh movement to follow the material. In this paper both straight and tapered aortic analogues are included in the investigation. The pressure, pressure gradient, fluid flow and wall distension obtained from the finite element model is compared with an unique experimental data set and analytical theory. There is a good agreement between the computational, analytical and experimental results.
INTRODUCTION
Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) occurs in many areas of engineering, aerospace, civil or mechanical, as well as other disciplines including medicine. The term FSI is used to describe the influence of fluid properties, like pressure or temperature, on solid properties and vice verse. FSI plays a crucial role and cannot be neglected when the deformation of a solid boundary affects significantly the fluid behavior and crucially vice versa.
FSI is an important modeling aspect in cardiovascular research in order to understand arterial blood flow. In FSI terms the blood is the fluid and the vessel or heart is the structure. This interaction becomes important when the heart beats and a volume of blood is introduced into the vessel. The vessel then has to expand to accommodate for the change in volume. Due to this expansion of the vessel, the fluid boundaries are being altered which leads to changes in the velocity and pressure of the fluid.
In liquid filled flexible vessels FSI plays a significant role in determining the wave propagation since the fluid normal and shear stresses act on the structure which leads to deformations. Wave propagation in liquid filled vessels has been studied over 200 years by performing experiments and developing analytical and computational models. Experiments have been performed in order to understand wave propagation and to validate analytical and experimental models. The experiments can be categorized as in-vivo [1] [2] [3] and in-vitro [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] experiments.
Analytical models have been derived to investigate wave propagation theoretically. Witzig and Womersley have been the pioneers in the field of analytically modeling pulsating blood flow according to Cox [10] but also Korteweg [11] has performed work which is widely referenced in this area. Korteweg already used fluid properties to calculate the wave speed in an elastic tube in the nineteenth century. This equation is now known as the Moens-Kortweg equation.
FSI equations were computationally solved for the first time in the 1970s with the introduction of computers. Complicated two-dimensional and three-dimensional problem were solved using finite element or finite volume methods [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
The numerical solution of FSI involves solving two distinct problems. One for the fluid and another for the solid. Their interaction can be accounted for in various methods [18] . Figure 1 show the following approaches:
Non-iterative over all time In this method the fluid and solid equations are solved separately for the whole time domain. First the fluid is solved and then the solid is solved using the pressure from the fluid solution as a boundary condition.
Iterative over all time This method is similar to the noniterative over all time method. But in this case the solution of the solid is now used to determine the boundary condition for the fluid. The fluid is now solved again and from the solution a new pressure at the boundary of the solid is obtained and used as a boundary condition in turn to solve again the solid equations. This process is repeated until convergence. Comsol is a finite element modeling package used for the simulation of physical processes that can be described with partial differential equations. The aim of this paper is to present a model developed in Comsol that is able to simulate wave propagation in the aorta. In Comsol the Iterative over each time step method is used. The geometrical dimensions and physical properties for both the fluid and solid are the same as the ones used in [6] . This will allow the comparison of the finite element model developed in this paper with the analytical and experimental data presented in [6] .
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The experimental data of Giannopapa [18] will be used to validate the computational model that has been derived. In Fig. 2 a schematic drawing of the experimental set-up can be found. Here C is a closed container at a constant pressure of +1 Figure 2 . The experimental set-up [18] .
bar, D and E are open containers and F is a polyurethane tube which is pre-strained axially to 3% to keep the vessel straight when it is filled with water. The three way valve B is opened by a computer (PC) and valve A is operated manually. The vessel is fixed to container E and to the three way valve B. When the valve is not engaged the water column level inside the open tank D prescribes the initial pressure inside the vessel. By engaging the solenoid valve it opens for 50ms and generates a pulse. This pulse was taken as short as possible to be able to distinct backward and forward traveling waves and to keep the stationary pressure rise during the experiment as low as possible. The pressure gradient was measured simultaneously by two pressure sensors which were placed 17mm apart and the pressure was measured at 10 positions along the tube, z = [0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.446] m. The volumetric flow was measured using a flow rate sensor, Q, and the wall distention was measured using an ultrasound probe, W.
The vessels
In this experimental set-up three different polyurethane vessels, two straight ones and one tapered one, are used. The vessels were designed to be analogues of the human aorta and were man-ufactured manually by spin coating. In Fig. 3 the three vessel can be found. The density of the vessels is 880 kg/m 3 . 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION Wave Propagation in Flexible Vessels
Wormersly was one of the pioneers and mostly referenced in analytically modeling of wave propagation. His work is now known as the Womersley theory and will be recapitulated below using [6, 19] .
The momentum equation and the continuity equation can be solved in the frequency domain for an elastic tube with an axisymmetric flow. The fluid is considered to be incompressible and Newtonian.The momentum equation is
and the continuity equation
Here u is the velocity field, µ the dynamic viscosity and p is the pressure. The diameter of the tube, 2R, is assumed to be small compared to the wave length l of the disturbance. By performing a dimensional analysis it appears that the convective terms and the derivatives in the axial direction can be neglected [19] . The Navier-Stokes equations can now be reduced to
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Appropriate boundary conditions must be specified in order to integrate over a tubes's cross section. At the wall the no-slip, noleak conditions and axi-symmetry hold. Further it is assumed that the is no axial movement. This results in the following boundary conditions
In ) with w and k the angular frequency and wave number, respectively.
The work of Womersley is describing the theory for a vessel that is infinitely long and needs modification to be able to use it for a finite length vessel with closed ends. In [6] is described how reflecting waves can be determined. Here a tube of length L is considered starting at z = L 0 and ending at z = L 1 , see Fig. 4. An input pressure p i in positive direction is applied at z = 0, which results in a traveling wave that propagates in positive direction. When the wave reaches z = L 1 the wave will be reflected with reflection parameter G 1 and it will travel partially towards z = L 0 where the wave will be reflected again with parameter G 0 , this process will continue. Using Eqn. (7) the expression for the pressure, in the case of total reflection, can be written as
The experimental data and the analytical data, using Eqn. (8), will be used to validate the model made in Comsol.
Modeling Blood Flow using Comsol
Comsol [20] is a modeling package based on finite elements and can be used to model the behavior of blood flow through a blood vessel. The iterative over each time step method is used to solve FSI. For the coupling of the fluid flow with the structural mechanics a moving mesh application is used to capture the changes of the fluid domain. This moving mesh is the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method. The fluid flow application mode is defined on the ALE frame and the structural mechanics application mode is defined on a reference frame [20] .
The Fluid Flow
The fluid flow inside the vessel is described by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for the velocity field u and the pressure p. In the spatial moving coordinate system Eqn. 2 is the continuity equation and the momentum equation is now written as
Here µ is the dynamic viscosity, r is the density, u is the velocity field, u m the coordinate system velocity, p is the pressure, I the unit diagonal matrix and F is the volume force affecting the fluid. To compare the results of Comsol with the experimental and analytical data, there is no gravitational or other volume force affecting the fluid, therefore F = 0. At the entrance of the vessel, a normal inflow velocity pulse is defined. This velocity pulse satisfies the no-slip condition for the wall. At the outflow, the end of the vessel, the normal outflow velocity is set 0, that means that the vessel is closed. On the solid walls the velocities are equal to the deformation rate.
The Solid Domain The structural deformations are solved using a visco-elastic wall by using a standard linear solid model. This model can be found schematically in Fig. 5 . Here h is the dashpot's coefficient, E e is the Young's modulus of the elastic part and E v is the Young's modulus of the viscoelastic part. The stress, s, and strain, e, are related through
where t is called the relaxation time. The boundary experiences a load from the fluid, given by
where n is the normal vector to the boundary. This load represents a sum of pressure and viscous forces [20] .
Moving Mesh
The Lagrangian method is often used in structural mechanics. In this method the mesh follows the material during motion. Unfortunately this method typically cannot follow large distortions of the computational domain without remeshing. The Eulerian method is often used in fluid mechanics. In this method the mesh is fixed and the fluid moves with respect to the grid. This method can handle large distortions but it typically cannot take moving boundaries into account. The ALE method combines the best features of the Lagrangian and Eulerian method. ALE is very helpful when the the structure undergoes large deformations since the method allows to have a flexible grid and a grid that allows for material to flow through it [21] . In this model the ALE method is used to couple the fluid and the solid.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The wave propagation of a wave in the aorta was simulated and this model has been compared with experimental and analytical data available. The simulations for the straight vessels A and B and the tapered vessel E are performed using the fluid and solid parameters given in Table 1 . At the inlet a velocity pulse was applied. The vessel is considered to be axi-symmetric, therefore the problem can be solved in 2D. A structured grid of 12000 elements was used for vessels A, B and E, 600 ⇥ 15 for the fluid and 600 ⇥ 5 for the solid.
The system of equations was solved using the direct solver PARDISO, Parallel Sparse Direct Linear Solver . PARDISO is a highly efficient and direct solver for solving large sparse symmetric, structural symmetric or non-symmetric linear systems of equations on shared memory multiprocessors [20, 22] . The initial time step is set to 0.0001s and the maximum time step is 0.01s. Figure 6 shows the deformation of the wall and the pressure inside the vessel at t = 0.05s. The pulse inside the vessel travels through the vessel and is reflected at the closed ends of the tube. The results of Comsol are compared with both analytical and experimental data available for the pressure, pressure gradient, fluid flow and the wall displacement.
In line) data are compared with the computational model (dash dotted line). Comparison of the data for the pressure shows that the computational data appears to be in good agreement with the experimental and analytical data for both vessels A and B. The comparison for vessel E shows that the computational data for the pressure experiences more damping at the end of the vessel than the experimental data does. However, the computational data is matching well the experimental data. In [23] the experimental data of vessel E has been compared with the multiple section analytical theory and gave good agreement which gives confidence in the quality of the experimental data to use it for the validation of the computational model.
For all three vessels the experimental data and the computational data for the pressure gradient have discrepancies at the beginning of the tube. The experimental data shows some inaccuracies at the beginning of the vessel. These inaccuracies are likely caused by noise in the acquisition of the data by the pressure sensor at the first measurement point. In spite of this, the computational and experimental data appear to be in good agree- 
ment.
The computational data obtained for the wall distention are in good agreement with experimental and analytical data for all three vessels. For vessel E however, there are discrepancies between the computational and experimental data for the first axial position. These discrepancies are due to the fact that the measurement is performed very close to the pulse entry point and additional noise has been introduced in the acquainted data by the sensor. Overall, by ignoring the first axial position, the con-clusion is that the data are in good agreement.
The computational data for the fluid flow appears to be in good agreement with the experimental and analytical data for all three vessels. 
